The assumption that "OH ads " or other oxygen containing species is formed on polycrystalline or nanoparticulate platinum through a fast and reversible process at relatively low potentials is often made. In this paper we discuss the implications of this assumption and the difficulty in reconciling it with experimental phenomena. We show how presenting chrono-amperometric transients as log-10 log plots for potentials steps in the presence and absence of an adlayer of carbon monoxide o n polycrystalline platinum is particularly useful in understanding the time evolution of the CO oxidation reaction. When using log-log plots a clear power law decay can be observed in the transients both in the presence and absence of an adlayer of carbon monoxide. We explain this as an extension of current theory, such that the rate determining step in both cases is the formation of 15 a hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network, strongly influenced by anions, and that CO ads oxidation occurs, at least in part by the diffusion of OH ads through this network. We hypothesize that, at low potentials the formation of OH ads at active sites is fast and reversible but that transport of OH ads away from those sites may be rate limiting. The assumption that overall OH ads formation on platinum is fast and reversible is therefore highly dependent upon the platinum surface and th e 20 experimental conditions and it may not be appropriate for polycrystalline surfaces in sulphuric acid. Therefore, although the formation of OH ads on platinum in the absence of strongly adsorbing anions on 'ideal' surfaces is almost certainly fast and reversible, on realistic fuel cell relevant surfaces under non-ideal conditions this assumption cannot be made, and instead the formation of an OH ads adlayer may be somewhat slow and is associated with the formation of hydrogen bonded 25 water-OH ads networks on the surface. We expect this to be a more realistic description for what occurs during CO ads oxidation on fuel cell relevant catalysts which are highly heterogeneous and which have a highly defective surface. 
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Introduction
The formation of oxides on platinum surfaces at high potentials is relatively well studied yet contentious. The role of the species typically called "OH ads " in the surface catalysis of platinum catalysts is crucial in understanding a large 5 number of reactions, of which the most common example is the carbon monoxide oxidation reaction (COOR). The nature of this species is somewhat controversial, although Anderson has recently shown through theoretical ab initio charge selfconsistent methods that OH ads should form on a Pt surface at a 10 potential of about 0.6 V. Several investigators claim that OH ads is the species responsible for reacting with adsorbed CO ads , and that this is a chemical Langmuir-Hinshelwood (L-H) reaction [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The lowest potentials at which the COOR has been reported is 150 mV for carbon supported platinum 8 , 200 15 mV for a porous platinum electrode 9 and for polycrystalline platinum 10 , and 300 mV for a Pt(111) electrode 11 , and it has been shown that there is a relationship between the number of defects and the activity of the surface 12 . As a result some have suggested that if the L-H mechanism is operative, then 20 the CO ads oxidation activity observed in the hydrogen region implies that OH ads must be present at these potentials 1-9, 11, 13 . Indeed, it has been shown that the formation of OH ads can be demonstrated on platinum in acidic solutions at potentials as low as 400 mV [14] [15] [16] [17] . Where do the oxygen containing species 25 come from? The role of step edges and defect sites in OH ads formation is often invoked to explain the early onset of CO ads oxidation 1, 3, 4, 6, 11, 12 . For a thorough review of this subject the reader is referred to Markovic et al. 7 . In contrast, a number of studies of the formation of oxides on 30 platinum assume that the onset of formation of oxygen containing species on polycrystalline or nanostructured Pt does not occur until above 700 mV [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and some have even claimed that it has been 'unambiguously proven' 21 that the initial oxide growth on Pt leads directly to the formation of 35 PtO 20, 21, 23 , contrary to others who suggest it is via the formation of OH ads 22 . This is despite the fact that it is known that the formation of OH ads on Pt(111) and Pt(100) takes place in wide potential regions positive to the potential of zero charge of these surfaces but significantly less positive than the 40 threshold for the formation of the surface oxide phases 24 . Therefore, there seems to be a problem in rationalising between the need for oxygen containing species on polycrystalline or nanostructured Pt at low potentials (otherwise known reactions could not proceed), and the belief 45 that the oxide formation region on these Pt surfaces only begins at 700mV, and even the belief that OH ads is never present. For a complete discussion of this subject up to the mid 90's the reader is referred to Conway 25 . In this paper we discuss the merit of the various arguments 50 both supporting and opposing the formation of OH ads at such low potentials, and in the process challenge the assumption that the so called double layer region in the typical platinum cyclic voltammogram does not contain any faradaic processes. For clarity we will refer to adlayers of OH ads as hydroxyl 55 layers, and adlayers of O ads as oxide layers. In this paper we present experimental investigations conducted on polycrystalline Pt primarily using potential step techniques as recommended by McCallum and Pletcher 26 over a 300 mV potential window, larger than typically used 60 for these sorts of experiments. Furthermore, we limit the studies to polycrystalline Pt and not ideal single crystal electrodes; this is a deliberate choice, and represents the decision to move towards realistic catalysts such as carbon supported Pt and PtRu; which will be presented in a further 65 paper, rather than single crystal electrodes which may still contain some defects 27 . This is because the work was intended as an investigation into catalyst systems for fuel cell applications, and as such real catalysts are of more practical interest.
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Oxide versus hydroxyl formation
In order to understand the role of hydroxyl in the surface catalysis of Pt it is necessary to resolve the differences between hydroxyl and oxide and separate hydroxyl formation from oxide formation. The two are often considered together 75 and the majority of studies aimed at resolving hydroxyl/oxide formation on Pt have been conducted at potentials within the 'traditional' oxide growth region (0.8 to 1.4 V) [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , ignoring the region at lower potentials. This is perhaps a result of the seminal work by Conway's group 22 in the 70's which has 80 contributed greatly to the development of understanding of hydroxyl/oxide growth formation on Pt. The fundamental assumption made in the Conway paper is that there are no oxides or hydroxyls present on the Pt surface below 0.7-0.8 V (see Fig. 1 . ref 22 ) and that any charges passed between 0.4 V 85 and 0.7-0.8 V are due to double layer charging alone. It is perhaps because of this underlying assumption that the analysis of Pt oxide growth has often been limited to potentials above 0.8 V [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In the paper by Conway et al. 22 the typical two anodic peaks and shoulder in the Pt i-V profile 90 are considered as occurring before a monolayer of hydroxyl has been formed, even at a single crystal surface, and based on this assumption they showed that the hydroxyl monolayer became irreversibly adsorbed above about 0.95 V, with a coverage of approximately 0.25, which was well below the 95 monolayer limit of one hydroxyl per Pt, which occurred at 1.1 V. However, it is unlikely that the formation of an adsorbed layer of hydroxyl could be anything other than reversible unless it results in a reorganisation of the Pt surface with migration of hydroxyl into the bulk, as suggested by Conway 100 et al. (see Fig. 21 . ref 22 ), which does not appear to be supported by any further evidence in their paper. For a comprehensive review of oxide formation up to the mid 90's the reader is referred to Conway and references therein 25 . More recently, an ac voltammetry study of Pt hydroxyl/oxide 105 growth during potential sweep experiments by Harrington et al. 20 disagreed with this proposed mechanism. They showed that in the formation of Pt oxide films an initial step involving electrosorption of hydroxyl species is unlikely, and that the rate-determining step in the growth of the oxide film is the 110 event in which the Pt moves from its metal lattice site to become a Pt(II) species; when the oxide begins to migrate into the bulk Pt. They stated that this is a two electron oxidation of a Pt atom. They did note that the oxide growth region is reversible if the reversal potential is less than 0.8 V, but disagreed that this could be attributed to reversible hydroxyl adsorption occurring before the Pt atom becomes part of the growing oxide film (the turnover process). They showed that fast adsorption of hydroxyl before a slow rds would lead to features which were not seen in the ac impedance spectra. 5 They also suggested that it is incorrect to attribute the three features seen in the oxide region to three different superlattice structures of hydroxyl species 28 . Instead, they associated these peaks to the slow formation of oxide depending upon the surface structure. Fundamentally they argued that the 10 formation of a hydroxyl species is not implicated in oxide formation above 0.8V(RHE) † , and so the hydroxyl species cannot be present. As a result of this paper some have even claimed that this has been 'unambiguously proven' 21 and that the initial oxide growth on Pt leads directly to the formation 15 of PtO 20, 21, 23 . In addition all the papers upon which Alsabet et al. based their supporting arguments were done at potentials above 0.8 V [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and as shall be demonstrated in this paper this potential may already be near the saturation coverage of hydroxyl species 20 and the onset of irreversibility could well be closer to the onset of formation a monolayer of oxide and not hydroxyl. Therefore if the formation of hydroxyl is sufficiently fast at these potentials, then the caution that Harrington et al. 20 added to their paper, that their observed transfer coefficient 25 could also be consistent with a slow one-electron transfer as the rate determining step followed by a further electron transfer in a faster step, may well need to be considered.
Hydroxyl formation
Moving from the arguments against hydroxyl formation found 30 in the literature to arguments for hydroxyl formation found in the literature it is useful to start with a discussion of the potential of zero charge (pzc). This is used by electrochemists to describe the lowest potential at which anions begin to predominate over cations on a surface. Bockris and Argade 17 35 reviewed the determination of the pzc on solid metals, including platinum, gold, silver, and nickel in 1969. They assessed the pzc, both experimentally and by comparing a large number of authors using 3 different techniques; adsorption in the double layer of a neutral organic compound 40 as a function of the concentration of the supporting electrolyte; double-layer capacitance as a function of potential; and static friction between surfaces in solution. The pzc for platinum was found to be 560 mV at a pH of zero, and 67 mV lower for each unit increase in pH. 45 In 1996 Iwasita and Xia 29 then reported the potential of zero charge (pzc) on platinum(111) as being close to 350 mV vs RHE in 0.1 mol dm -3 perchloric acid. In particular they discussed the importance of adsorbed water in electrocatalytic reactions. They described a growing interaction between the 50 3a 1 orbitals of water with d orbitals of the metal between 500 mV and 900 mV, consistent with a molecular state preceding dissociation, specifically partial dissociation to form adsorbed hydroxyl ions. They stated that co-adsorbed OH -ions from † Unless otherwise stated, all potentials in this paper are referenced to the RHE electrode water dissociation probably start being formed at 500 mV, and 55 the saturation equilibrium between adsorbed water and OH -is probably reached at ca. 900 mV. Climent et al. also showed that complete monolayers of OH ads are achieved on a Pt(111) surface in perchloric acid above 800mV 24 , calculated by integrating the once controversial 'butterfly' features first 60 reported by Clavilier (see fig. 2 ref 30 ). However Climent et al. assumed that the 'butterfly' features are the formation of OH ads , whereas Clavilier originally assumed that they were the desorption of H ads . That they are OH ads does not seem to be in dispute 31, 32 , however, Clavilier also reported features 65 between 300 mV and 500 mV in sulphuric acid (see fig. 1 ref 30 ) and assumed that they were the same as those seen between 600 mV and 800 mV in perchloric acid for Pt (111) 100 estimate the electrochemical surface area of different surfaces. However, above potentials of about 800 mV platinum voltammograms appear to become more comparable with similar features being seen for different surfaces, and this would appear to fit very closely with the onset of 105 irreversibility in the oxide formation region described earlier 20, 22 . This is also in broadly the correct region of potentials at which the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) becomes significantly inhibited, which has been explained as the presence of a complete monolayer of OH ads (see Fig. 7 in 35 ).
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Although the onset of inhibition of the ORR in this example 35 does not begin to occur until 700 mV this does not necessarily 10 pzc when characterising inhomogeneous surfaces has become apparent and the introduction of the potential of zero total charge (pztc) has become more widespread. For a useful review of the concept of the pztc and the methods used in its determination the reader is referred to Attard et al. 36 . Using 15 the CO-displacement method first described by Climent et al. 37 Mayrhofer et al. 35 described the potential of zero total charge (pztc) for a number of platinum surfaces. The pztc of polycrystalline Pt was shown to be ~285 mV, changing to 245 mV for a 1nm Pt particle 35 , and they suggested it is therefore 20 conceivable that hydroxyl species could be present and stable around these potentials on active sites and defects. Further papers by Mayrhofer et al. 38, 39 highlighting the role of defects in the particle size effect of Pt nanoparticles also suggest that the catalytic activity for CO ads oxidation is 25 predominantly influenced by the ability of the Pt surface to dissociate water and form OH ads on defect sites, with the onset of CO ads oxidation seen at approximately 250 mV, suggesting the formation of OH ads at 250 mV. We repeated these experiments for our system and measured a 30 potential of zero total charge of 234 ±5 mV for polycrystalline platinum in 0.5 mol dm -3 sulphuric acid, which is less than the value of ~285 mV reported by Mayrhofer et al. for polycrystalline Pt in 0.1 mol dm -3 perchloric acid solution 35 . This is not surprising considering the increased effect of anion 35 adsorption in sulphuric acid compared to perchloric acid. These results seem to lend a certain amount of support to the ideas presented by Burke 1 in 1994 in a paper which discussed the formation of pre-monolayer hydroxyl species on noble metals, including platinum, and their role in electrocatalysis. 40 Burke suggested that pre-monolayer oxidation of platinum in acid solution, if similar to that on gold, should yield two regions of hydroxyl species formation commencing at 200 mV and 400 mV, in contrast to the generally regarded onset of monolayer oxide formation on platinum in acid above 800 45 mV. Burke attributed the small middle peak seen in the hydrogen region at 200 mV on Pt in very clean conditions to the formation of hydroxyl species. He suggested that the ability of Pt to oxidise adsorbed CO ads at potentials as low as 200 mV 40 and to achieve diffusion limited dissolved CO 50 oxidation at 470 mV 41 ; for which no explanation for the facile oxygen transfer capability of the platinum at such low potentials was provided by the authors, supports the formation of hydroxyl species at these potentials, noting that active sites are likely to be important. Perhaps the most controversial 55 claim in this paper was the interpretation of the middle peak seen in the hydrogen desorption region as the formation of a hydroxyl species and not removal of under potential deposited hydrogen. It is clear that attribution of the COOR at such low potentials to a L-H mechanism implicitly acknowledges the 60 presence of adsorbed hydroxyl species at these potentials. Hence it would appear that Burke's suggestions should be considered as a plausible explanation for the ability of Pt to promote the COOR at such low potentials. 65 An important aspect of the COOR is the marked effect of the potential at which the CO is adsorbed 40 . CO adsorbed on platinum at potentials which fall in the hydrogen adsorption region show an early onset and a peak potential shifted to lower values compared to electrodes for which CO adsorption 70 occurs in the double layer region. The early onset is exhibited in potential sweep experiments by both a pre-peak and a lower peak potential of the main oxidation peak compared to adlayers prepared in the double layer region. Currently the most popular theory to explain the early onset of 75 CO ads oxidation for CO adlayers on platinum at room temperature prepared in the potential region at which adsorbed hydrogen is present (<350 mV), is that during CO adsorption most, but not all, H ads is displaced 9, 42-47 .Oxidation of this remaining H ads produces CO-free sites which promote 80 the early onset of CO ads oxidation 9, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . This seems remarkably similar to the approach offered by Burke et al. 48 . These CO free regions then allow the adsorption and/or formation of oxygen containing species, which react with the CO ads to form CO 2 . The species involved in the reaction with 85 CO ads is generally regarded to be OH ads formed by the dissociation of adsorbed water 1, 6, 15-17, 29, 35, 48-50 and L-H kinetics are often assumed 2, 12, 51-55 . An interesting alternative theory has been proposed by Markovic et al. 11 who explained the early onset of CO ads 90 oxidation for adlayers prepared below 150 mV in terms of a weakly adsorbed adlayer (different from individual weakly adsorbed CO ads species). They suggest that the more compressed CO ads adlayers are less strongly adsorbed because of increased lateral repulsive interactions, and that this 95 reduced adsorption enthalpy enables some OH ads to be nucleated at potentials above 150 mV oxidising some CO ads .
Carbon monoxide oxidation
The adlayer then undergoes a relaxation process converting the surface to a less compressed more strongly adsorbed adlayer, and that this more strongly adsorbed adlayer is 100 resistant to OH ads nucleation. They report that on Pt(111) this process will completely convert the weakly adsorbed adlayer to the strongly adsorbed adlayer above 250 mV, and they present evidence for the relaxation process on Pt(111) by conducting CO ads oxidation stripping voltammetry in the 105 presence of H 2 -saturated solution, and observing a decay in the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) current after either reversing the potential or stopping the CO ads oxidation process by potential step before completion. This mechanism could plausibly occur via the free site hopping model of CO 110 diffusion, which showed an exponential increase in CO diffusion with decreasing coverage 56 . It should be noted that the theory proposed by Markovic et al. 11 did not exclude the possibility of co-adsorbed hydrogen and both could occur simultaneously.
Markovic et al. discussed the pH dependence of the CO oxidation reaction in alkaline solutions 7 , and attribute this variation to the "pH dependent" adsorption of OH ads at defect/step sites. Although the statement was made with regard to alkaline solutions, we propose in this paper that a 5 similar argument can be applied in acidic solutions; with a slower rate caused by the lower pH. The implications of this on the argument for the presence of hydroxyl in platinum electrocatalysis cannot be underestimated. In this paper we discuss how the role of hydroxyl and its formation at low 10 potentials is extremely important in understanding the COOR mechanism. In addition, the increased role of anions in acidic solutions is also discussed, with implications for fuel cell operation, where anion adsorption is expected to be less relevant due to the fixed nature of the anions in the solid 15 polymer electrolyte. 
Experimental
The working electrodes used in this study were polycrystalline 125 μm diameter platinum microelectrodes sheathed in glass (3 mm diameter). These were positioned in an impinging jet flow cell configuration 57 as described previously 58, 59 with 25 modifications to ensure uniform access similar to those described by Melville et al. 60 . With this setup it is possible to change the electrolyte bathing the electrode (e.g. CO saturated H 2 SO 4 switching to H 2 saturated H 2 SO 4 ) within 200ms. The configuration ensured forced convection at the exposed 30 electrode and the boundary layer thickness was estimated to be ~10 μm based on the limiting current for hydrogen oxidation in the absence of CO (and therefore any diffusion through solution is extremely fast). Saturated CO ads adlayers were prepared by exposure of the electrode to CO-saturated 35 0.5 mol dm -3 H 2 SO 4 at an admission potential of 50 mV and an admission time of 10s (which because of the strong convection is easily sufficient to ensure a saturated adlayer). Partial adlayers were produced either by exposing the electrode to CO for a much shorter time, 0.1-2s (partial 40 admission), or by taking a CO saturated electrode and pulsing the potential to 800 mV for a defined period (<1s) before returning it to the admission potential. In both cases, the coverage was calculated by measuring the charge required to remove the remaining CO ads in N 2 saturated electrolyte whilst 45 at the same time correcting for double layer and anion adsorption effects 59 . Coverages are reported as a fraction of the saturated CO ads adlayer produced under identical conditions. The coverage of the saturated CO ads adlayer relative to the H upd layer was calculated to be 0.676 with a 50 standard deviation of 1.2% over 5 experiments; assuming a charge density of 210 C cm -2 for a monolayer of adsorbed hydrogen 34 . This is in good agreement with similar experiments in the literature for Pt(111) electrodes, for which the maximum coverage in CO-free 0.1 mol dm -3 H 2 SO 4 was 55 shown to be 0.68 42 . During CO ads oxidation experiments it is also important to correct for any residual oxygen reduction 59 . We therefore took stringent measures to exclude oxygen from these experiments, and measured a background oxygen 65 concentration in the electrolyte of 4.5x10 -8 mol dm -3 . An example cyclic voltammogram obtainable under these conditions is shown in Figure 1 .
Results
Investigating the oxidation of complete adlayers 70 The use of chrono-amperometry to investigate the oxidation of saturated CO ads adlayers formed in the hydrogen region at potentials in the range 0.60-0.90V is shown in Figure 2 . Also shown in this diagram are the transients in the absence of any CO. In order to capture the "peak" of the CO oxidation 5 transient, it is necessary to vary the time and current axes by about three orders of magnitude for this 300 mV change in oxidation potential. Although the peaks look similar to each other, it is in no way clear that the same mechanism is operating throughout this entire potential range. Relative charge under the peak utilising the t -2/3 curve as a background curve. The charge obtained at the highest potential (0.9V) was used to ratio the charges. The dashed line is a sigmoidal fit to the data constrained between Qmin=0 and Qmax=1.
When comparing transients performed over such a large 20 potential range (300mV) we found that the most useful way to present the data was as a log-log plot, which enabled comparisons to be made between experiments lasting less than a second to over a hundred seconds, Figure 3 . In this case there is a clear progression in the position of peaks, and peak 25 shape appears relatively constant. As the potential is decreased, the peak moves to longer time and smaller current. It is worthwhile pointing out that we are plotting current densities in these diagrams, and a current density of 10 -3 mA cm -2 is equivalent to a measured current of ~0.1 nA, 30 approaching the limit of what we can measure in these experiments. The non-linearity of the curves between currents of 10 -3 -10 -4 mA cm -2 is probably due to slight errors in current offset (~10pA or so) and the presence of a small amount of adventitious oxygen providing a small cathodic current. 35 The chrono-amperometric transients for the electrochemical oxidation of CO ads in CO-free 0.5 mol dm -3 H 2 SO 4 are shown in Figure 3 , for which a clear CO ads oxidation peak can be seen for the potential range 600-900 mV, which is overlaid onto a decay which appears to follow a power law with an 40 exponent of ~ -2/3. Such a power law dependence may be suggestive of a diffusion process. By extrapolating the position and current of the CO ads oxidation peak it is reasonable to assume that we should see peaks below 600 mV if the experiments had been carried out for a long enough 45 periods of time, and if experimental noise limits had not been reached. In a linear-linear plot of the type shown in Figure 2 it may be quite difficult to distinguish peaks at low potential. When discussing the chrono-amperometric electrochemical oxidation of CO ads , most workers fail to make a comparison to 50 the transient obtained in the absence of any CO ads -the assumption being that these background transients can be either ignored, or subtracted out. Furthermore, many workers subtract out or truncate the initial current decay seen at short times (< 1 s) during the chronoamperometric oxidation of CO ads , ascribing that initial decay to double layer charging or other background processes. Although a significant amount of initial charge is associated 70 with double layer charging and similar such processes, it is still misleading to remove this information when presenting data. This point is further illustrated by the plot inset into Figure 3 . In this figure, the relative integrated charge under the peaks versus oxidation potential are plotted. As a 75 background curve, a transient with a t -2/3 dependence was fit to the current transient before and after the peak, and the excess charge integrated. It can be seen that as the CO oxidation potential is decreased, the charge under the peaks decrease. Indeed, at 0.6 V, the CO oxidation "peak" contains 80 less than 40% of the charge under the CO oxidation peak at 0.9 V. Cyclic voltammetry in our experiments confirms that all of the CO is oxidised during the chonoamperometry, hence especially at lower potentials significant amounts of CO oxidation must occur within the initial transient. Care must be 85 taken in directly relating this charge to CO coverage, as it also contains a component associated with anion adsorption and double layer charging. A more accurate approach to assess the amount of CO as a function of potential is to halt the oxidation process a certain 90 length of time into the reaction and then (in a separate experiment) electrochemically strip the remaining adsorbed CO from the surface. We have developed this approach in order to assess the CO coverage as a function of time during the CO oxidation reaction. In this approach, we make 5 corrections for changes in double layer capacitance and anion absorption to produce a more accurate measure of CO coverage 59 . Provided in Figure 4 is a plot of the CO oxidation transient seen at 0.70 V along with the measured CO coverage as a function of time. A t -2/3 curve is overlaid.
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Each coverage data point corresponds to a single experiment. The coverages are ratioed to the maximum CO coverage (0.676) seen for this surface. Inset into the diagram are the relative CO coverage at the peak current as a function of oxidation potential. There appears to be an almost linear 20 decrease of the CO coverage at the peak as the potential is reduced. We interpret this to be due to a corresponding increase in CO oxidation in the transient before the peak -i.e. confirmation of the results provided inset to Figure 3 . In Figure 5 we provide Log-Log plots of the current transients 25 of the platinum electrodes in N 2 -saturated 0.5 mol dm -3 H 2 SO 4 . It is clear that the transients show the same power law decay as seen for the CO oxidation transients with order ~-2/3, and that at very low currents there is a downward curve probably due to small levels of adventitious oxygen or a slight 30 instrumental offset current as mentioned above.
Transients in the absence of CO ads
In properly understanding the CO ads oxidation process, it is useful to first understand what happens in the absence of any CO ads . The chrono-amperometric transients for a clean Pt 35 surface in the absence of any CO ads are shown in Figure 5 . By presenting the transients as a log-log plot it can be seen that there is a decay which appears to follow a power law with an exponent similar to -2/3, which appears to be identical to that seen in the presence of CO ads . At longer times, the current 40 deviates from this line and becomes very small or negative, explained by the small amount of residual O 2 in the cell, or a slight offset current (~10 pA) in the current-to-voltage stage of the potentiostat. After double layer charging, the transient may be due to one 45 of three different reactions. Firstly, the oxidation of any adsorbed hydrogen, which is considered to be a very fast reaction:
(1) Secondly, anion adsorption, which is generally considered to 50 be a fast process on precious metals 61 :
And thirdly, the oxidation of water to produce an adsorbed hydroxyl species:
The formation of OH ads is usually considered to be fast and reversible based on the symmetry of the peaks on single crystal platinum. Hence, it does not appear possible that any of the above reactions could be occurring over the timescales needed to be the reason for the power law decay seen in 60 Figure 3 and Figure 5 . We are therefore left with the conclusion that either a fourth process is occurring, or that there is something happening which we have not considered. Assuming that there is no fourth reaction, and that the equation 1 is indeed fast, a possible explanation is that the second or third reaction cannot be considered separate from each other. Indeed, for Pt(111) it has been suggested that CO ads oxidation is accompanied by the adsorption of anions from the supporting electrolyte which affect the adsorption of OH as well as the mobility of co-adsorbed CO 62 , and for 70 platinum nanoparticles that the competitive adsorption of bisulfate anions and the existence of irregularities on the platinum surface which may serve as the active centers for OH ads formation, all play a crucial role in understanding the CO ads oxidation reaction 39 . Therefore in the absence of CO ads 75 we could expect a change in potential to give rise to noticeable currents caused by a perturbation of the equilibrium between the competitive adsorption of OH ads and bisulfate anions and it is conceivable that this could occur over extended timescales.
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Therefore, if the third reaction, the formation of hydroxyl species, is the reason for the decay seen in the transients both in the presence and absence of CO ads , and, that the -2/3 power law dependence suggestive of a diffusion process, we may hypothesize that the hydroxyl species, once formed, can 85 diffuse across the surface. This would then mean that the formation of OH ads on polycrystalline platinum in sulphuric acid, although fast and reversible at the initial adsorption sites must undergo a relatively slow diffusion process away from that initial site. 90 There are supporting arguments in the literature for this. Davies et al. 63 studied the oxidation of CO ads on ruthenium modified Pt(111) and suggested that the second peak in the CO ads oxidation transients was associated with the spill-over and diffusion of the oxidant produced at the ruthenium sites via a surface Grotthus-like mechanism. In addition Neurock et al. 50 used DFT calculations to determine the overall reaction energies along with barriers for the activation of water and the oxidation of CO ads on Pt(111) and PtRu(111) surfaces. They 5 stated that for potentials which are lower than or equal to the potential of zero charge, water activation is likely rate controlling. Of particular interest is that for the bifunctional mechanism where hydroxyl species are generated on Ru they proposed that the migration of surface hydroxyl intermediates 10 on the Pt could occur via a low energy proton transfer path, instead of direct transfer of the OH ads species, similar to that suggested by Davies 63 , and Koper 64 . Indeed, the idea of hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network on a platinum surface has also been suggested by a number of other groups 24, 65-71 . 15 Climent et al. use the proton-hopping Grotthus-like mechanism as the most likely explanation for the very significant increase of adsorption entropy with OH ads coverage 24 . And Wagner and Ross 71 reported that the anomalous features in the cyclic voltammetry of Pt(111) first seen by 20 Clavilier et al. in 1979 72 are best explained by a hydrogen bonded aqueous network with an ability to transmit structural phase information over greater-than-molecular distances, caused by the partial oxidation of water clusters forming a hydrated OH ads layer, and that the presence of strongly 25 adsorbing anions can disrupt this. Clavilier et al. later confirmed that this is the most likely explanation for the results they reported 73 . Therefore there does not appear to be any logical reason why this Grotthus-like mechanism could not apply on platinum surfaces without ruthenium. 30 Interestingly, it is then possible to propose a mechanism for CO ads oxidation which does not rely on CO ads diffusion. The ideas presented by Markovic et al. 7 who discussed how mono-metallic surfaces can be both reducing and oxidising at the same potential can also help explain our results, which is 35 an idea which is fundamental to the use of the potential of zero total charge as an alternative to the potential of zero charge 38 . Markovic et al. 7 explained that in alkaline solutions the remarkable effect of pH on the rate of CO ads oxidation on Pt was the pH dependent adsorption of OH ads at defect/step 40 sites. In this paper we propose that the same effect should logically apply to acidic solutions, with the additional effect of anion adsorption 39 to explain the lower reactivity than expected compared to alkaline solutions 74 . We assume that our surface is inhomogeneous (which for polycrystalline Pt is 45 necessary), and therefore at any potential at which we investigate, different regions will have different equilibrium coverages of OH ads. Then in order to achieve an equilibrium coverage of OH ads for the entire surface, we must consider the transfer of OH ads between these regions. The ability of 50 surfaces to be both reducing and oxidising at the same potential is then crucial in understanding how the oxidation of CO ads occurs at low potentials, especially if one is concerned with real catalysts for fuel cell applications. Furthermore, we do not expect ideal single crystal electrode studies to exhibit 55 this behaviour unless they have step edges or defects on the surface to simulate the inhomogeneities, such as those conducted by Lebedeva et al. 12 .
It might be expected that the current decay seen in the absence of adsorbed CO and the current decay seen in the presence of 60 adsorbed CO are unrelated to each other and can be considered as parallel reactions. This would suggest that subtraction of the transients is a valid approach to extract the "CO-only" transient data. Indeed, as previously mentioned, this assumption has been utilised by several workers. The results in Figure 3 (inset) suggest that this is not the case; 75 especially at low potentials and that significant amounts of CO oxidation occur in the region commonly thought to be relatively unrelated to the CO oxidation process.As we will show below, there seems to be a strong coupling between the CO oxidation transient and the background transient seen in 80 the absence of adsorbed CO.
Transients in the presence of CO ads
Figure 6 presents the peak position and current density at the peak for the transients presented in Figure 3 . It also provides the minimum current density seen before the CO oxidation 85 peak. It was not possible to accurately resolve the peak position or current density at oxidation potentials above 850 mV, or minimum current density above 800 mV due to extremely rapid oxidation compared to the resolution of the experiment, or at oxidation potentials below 600 mV where 90 both the timescales of the experiments were not sufficient and the noise was proportionally too great. For the potential range 600-850 mV both the oxidation peak time and the oxidation peak current density show an exponential response with potential. The slope of the regression lines for log peak 95 current density versus potential is suggestive of a Tafel relationship with a transfer coefficient of approximately 0.38. We would expect a transfer coefficient of 0.5 for a completely reversible reaction, such as the reduction of water to OH ads . However, according to our hypothesis the peak in the CO ads 100 oxidation reaction will be dependent upon the formation of the hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network and not the formation of OH ads directly. The minimum before the peak in these transients clearly 5 repersents a point at which a change of mechanism occurs on the CO ads oxidation reaction. Koper et al. 53 investigated the current densities in the plateau region on Pt(111) surfaces reported a Tafel slope of ~80 mV decade -1 which would give a transfer coefficient of 0.26. It is not clear at what point Koper 10 et al. measured the current for the plateau region. If they used the minimum (at different times) measured before the main CO ads oxidation peak, which seems most likely, then by comparison our results shown in Figure 3 plotted as the current at the minimum are also shown in Figure 6 provide a 15 Tafel slope of 119 ±7 mV decade -1 with a corresponding transfer coefficient of 0.5. This would be indicative of a completely reversible reaction, which is what we would expect for the dissociation of water to OH ads . Therefore, although the formation of OH ads at active sites can probably 20 be considered as fast and reversible, the formation of a OH ads adlayer on an inhomogeneous surface cannot. However, a direct comparison between our results and Koper's is not possible because of the polycrystalline nature of our surface, and for the reasons mentioned above this result should be 25 treated with caution. As described above, there seems to be a strong interaction between the "background" process occurring in the absence of CO and the CO oxidation process itself. We have seen this effect especially at low potentials where significant amounts 30 of CO appear to be oxidised during the initial transient decay, Figure 3 (inset). In order to understand the nature of this interaction we provide both the difference and ratio of the transients when a monolayer of CO is adsorbed on the surface and the background transient, Figure 7 (a) and (b). This figure   35 is produced from the data in Figure 3 and Figure 5 . When we plot the difference in currents at each potential, Figure 7 (a), the resulting transients appear quite similar to those provided in Figure 3 . The surprising result is when we calculate the ratio of the transients at each potential, Figure 7 (b). We Where offset is the value which the transient asymptotically approaches at t 0 and t ; A is an amplitude factor and proportional to the height of the peak,  the peak width (standard deviation of the peak) and m is a measure of the 65 mean value of the transient. The peak current occurs at a value of m exp (- 2 ). The fits are surprisingly good, especially when one considers that the potential range covers 300mV, much larger than typically employed when fitting CO oxidation transients. Inset into Figure 8 showing how the fitting parameters vary with potential. Error bars for the fitting parameters are smaller than the symbols on the graph and so have not been included. Of significant interest is that , a measure of the relative peak width remains more or less constant across the entire range of 10 potentials. Furthermore, as previously identified, both of the other fitting parameters vary with a Tafel-like dependency with potential. It is interesting that the peaks appear to follow a Log-Normal distribution, This distribution is typically seen when there are 15 a large number of independent factors which multiplicatively combine. It is tempting to hypothesize that these independent factors are related to the large number of different crystal faces in the polycrystalline sample. Nonetheless, it is important to note that this is not an attempt to provide a model 20 for the transients, rather we wish to highlight the statistically significant similarity between all of the peaks. In a future paper we will develop a model for these transients utilising a properly developed kinetic scheme. The current transients in both the presence and absence of 25 CO ads when analysed in a log-log plot show a similarly shaped decay occurring over a potential range of 300 mV. In addition our results appear identical in feature with those obtained for CO ads oxidation on Pt nanoparticles supported on glassy carbon in 0. 4 77 , which suggests that our results are not peculiar to our experimental set-up or the use of polycrystalline Pt, but are instead a genuine phenomenon of 35 Pt electrochemistry, and are therefore likely to be a property of the surface. The question again is how can a property of platinum surfaces affect CO ads oxidation, and what is that property?
The simplest answer appears to be the formation of OH ads . 40 Therefore, we propose the following hypothetical mechanism: In the absence of CO ads , upon stepping the potential a current decay is seen caused by double layer charging, the removal of H ads , and the adsorption of anions and water, followed by the formation of OH ads at active sites. The continuing current is 45 then the potential dependent formation of a hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network, growing from the active sites where the formation of OH ads is fastest, slowed down by the displacement of anions. The long times taken to reach equilibrium is because although at higher potentials an adlayer 50 of OH ads is thermodynamically favourable over an adlayer of bisulphate anions, there is likely to be a considerable kinetic barrier to the displacement of the anions, and this must occur sequentially, spreading out from the active sites, to build up a hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network.
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In the presence of a CO adlayer prepared in the hydrogen region and upon stepping the potential the initial large current is caused by double layer charging, the removal of H ads , and some anion adsorption, followed by the formation of OH ads at active sites. Both anion and water adsorption occur as the CO 60 adlayer is removed, as does some reorganisation of the adlayer. During this period the predominant current is the formation of OH ads at active sites, followed by the diffusion of the OH ads to the CO ads boundary. The limiting factor in the process is the potential dependent formation of a hydrogen 65 bonded water-OH ads network; growing from the active sites where the formation of OH ads is fastest, slowed down by the displacement of anions. This leads to a surface diffusion limitation in provision of OH ads . Removal of OH ads by reaction with CO accelerates the production of OH ads . At 70 higher potentials both the formation of OH ads and the displacement of bisulphate anions will occur more readily. A critical supporting piece of evidence for this hypothesis is that independent of oxidation potential, the current observed in the presence of a CO adlayer is higher by the same amount (50%) 75 than that seen in the absence of a CO adlayer, (e.g. see Figure  7 (b) inset). It would seem that the CO oxidation reaction occurring before the main peak is directly associated with the transient seen in the absence of CO. However, the surfaces in the presence and absence of CO are very different, hence 80 highlighting the effect of a relatively small number of highly active sites which function under both conditions to produce OH ads .
CO reorganisation compared to OH ads redistribution
To summarise briefly, the early onset of CO ads oxidation is 85 now widely acknowledged as being caused by a competitive adsorption between hydrogen and CO when CO is admitted at potentials within the hydrogen region (<350 mV) 9, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . Upon polarisation to higher potentials, oxidative removal of the adsorbed hydrogen forms many small CO free regions 90 distributed throughout the CO ads adlayer. These CO free regions then allow the adsorption and/or formation of oxygen containing species, which react with the CO ads to form CO 2 . The species involved in the initial reaction with CO ads is generally regarded to be OH ads formed by the dissociation of 95 adsorbed water 1, 6, 15-17, 29, 35, 48-50 . L-H kinetics are often written such that there is an implicit assumption that any free sites formed in the adlayer will promote the formation of OH ads through rapid spontaneous dissociative oxidative adsorption of bulk water 2, 12, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] COOH ads is adsorbed onto one or two sites is highly dependent upon potential, at lower potentials it will adsorb through both the C and H atoms whereas at higher potentials it will form a Pt-CO 2 δ--H δ+ state stabilised by the solution 50 . It should be noted that this is still likely to sterically hinder any 10 available sites adjacent to it, and so can reasonably be considered to occupy 2 sites in both cases. At high potentials this consideration is negligible, but this may be important at low potentials (<500 mV). If the diffusion of either of the species on the surface is 15 assumed to be relatively fast then the reaction can be modelled as proportional to the coverage of CO ads and OH ads known as the mean field approximation. For this approximation when OH ads formation is assumed to be fast the rate of reaction is then relative to the rate of formation of 20 OH ads 54, 79 , which is effectively equal to the number of free sites, coupled with the effective diffusion rate of the CO ads 2, 12, 75, 76, 80-84 , any segregation of adsorbed species that may occur 85, 86 , and any effect of the redistribution or reorganisation of the CO ads adlayer during oxidation 9, 12, 40, 42, 25 78, 80, 87 . However the mean field approximation is misleading as it assumes that OH ads will be formed spontaneously upon the adsorption of water, which is unlikely except at very high potentials (>800 mV). In addition the role of the adsorption of 30 water and anions cannot be overlooked 71 , and their role in forming or suppressing the formation of a hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network appears to be crucial in understanding the CO ads oxidation process 24, [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . Both Bergelin et al. 80 and Koper et al. 53 invoked a 35 reorganisation mechanism to explain the initial current plateau that they observed, where the initial oxidation of CO ads is accompanied by a reorganisation or redistribution of the adlayer such that there is no effective freeing of sites, and as the oxidation proceeds the ability of this reorganisation 40 mechanism to compensate for the removal of CO ads decreases due to the CO ads adlayer becoming more stable. Therefore at some critical point the rate of CO ads oxidation overtakes the rate of reorganisation and it is at this point that the L-H meanfield mechanism is initiated. This mechanism is theoretically 45 plausible and as reported by Markovic et al. 11 it is possible to observe this reorganisation phenomenon on Pt(111) and as we will present in a further paper it is also possible to observe it on polycrystalline platinum 88 . A key point to note is that this mechanism will only work using conventional models if the 50 CO oxidation at the initial sites is proceeding fast enough such that the reorganisation mechanism is incapable of covering over these sites, as otherwise after the initial activation of the surface, the reorganisation mechanism would be expected to compensate totally and shut down oxidation 55 entirely, forming a completely stable CO ads adlayer. From Figure 3 we can see that the so-called "current plateau" is in fact an interaction of the background decay with the slowly rising edge of the CO ads oxidation peak. However, this decay is only really visible in a log-time plot, as otherwise the 60 eye is 'misled' into seeing a plateau, especially if one presents CO oxidation transients from which a background transient has been subtracted. The currents seen during the initial part of the transient appear to be only marginally dependent upon the potential with the only parameter significantly dependent 65 upon potential being the time taken before the onset of the main CO ads oxidation peak. This is hard to explain using conventional models. The main CO ads oxidation peak then appears to follow standard L-H kinetics with a Tafel slope of 105±5 mV/decade for the peak current density as shown in 70 Figure 6. It is important that the initial rate of CO ads oxidation with a slow decay can only be explained if a constant current at the active sites is assumed, with a diffusion limited process inhibiting the reaction between OH ads from the active sites and CO ads . This could be either diffusion of CO ads to the active 75 sites or diffusion of OH ads from the active sites. That the chrono-amperometric transients in the absence of an adlayer of CO ads are broadly identical to those in the presence of an adlayer of CO ads except for the main CO ads oxidation peak, suggests that the limiting diffusion process occurs in both 80 transients. Therefore, it cannot be the diffusion of CO ads (since CO is not present in the background transients), and therefore must be diffusion of OH ads from the active sites. The peak in the chrono-amperometric transients shown in Figure 3 actually represents the reaction of OH ads with CO ads to 85 produce COOH ads which rapidly reacts to form CO 2 , H + and e -. As OH ads is removed from the system it is rapidly replaced, giving rise to a peak which is effectively limited by the chemical reaction between CO ads and OH ads . At high potentials (>700 mV) the simplification used in the 90 mean-field approximation can give reasonable fits to the main CO ads oxidation peak (although those fits typically ignore any additional currents seen during CO ads oxidation), but at lower potentials this simplification will no longer work. Hence it might be expected that a change in reaction mechanism should 95 be observed. For our results, there does not appear to be any change in mechanism down to at least 600mV, as we see a consistent change in peak size, shape position and properties. In addition, the observation that active sites play a particularly important role in the CO ads oxidation reaction at low 100 potentials 12, 89 cannot be reconciled using the mean-field approximation described here. Instead there must be different rates for the formation of OH ads on the active sites, such that the formation of OH ads at the active sites is faster than on the plateaux. The reaction can then best be explained by the OH ads 105 spill over mechanism suggested by Hayden et al. for PtRu 63 forming a hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network. This can also explain the current decay seen before the main CO ads oxidation peak. Figure 4 shows how the peak in the CO ads oxidation transient 110 does not correspond to a relative coverage of 0.5, but decreases significantly with potential, as might be expected if the OH ads coverage has a strong potential dependence. The onset of the main CO ads oxidation peak then corresponds to the point at which the formation of OH ads within the CO ads 115 free region becomes comparable to and/or overtakes the formation and diffusion of OH ads from the active sites. Thus the main CO ads oxidation peak current decreases exponentially and the peak time increases exponentially with decreasing potential. This is directly related to the equilibrium coverage of OH ads within the hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network; 5 hence the Tafel slopes for both reflect the rate determining step, which is the production of OH ads . At very low potentials the reaction can theoretically proceed until completion via the formation and diffusion of OH ads from the active sites, as even on a completely CO ads free surface the equilibrium coverage 10 of OH ads will be negligible. This can be seen in Figure  4 (inset). If this model is correct then there should be no CO ads oxidation peak below the potential of zero total charge for the surface. By extrapolating the potential below which no CO ads oxidation peak should occur from the linear fit shown in 15 Figure 4(inset) a potential of 280 ± 130 mV is estimated, which is consistent with the potential of zero charge of 234 ±5 mV which we measured for our surface. This is also consistent with extrapolation of the integrated peak charges observed in the plot inset into Figure 3 . Therefore we could 20 assume that there are two regions of the CO ads oxidation process, the first occurring during the current decay and the second during the peak. It is striking that the peaks seem to follow a log-normal distribution -i.e. the rate of oxidation follows log(time) behaviour. This type of response is 25 somewhat different from nucleation and growth type-models, and certainly not expected from a pure mean-field model in which surface transport is not a limiting process. A mathematical model for this process will be presented in a future paper.
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Conclusion
One of the characteristic features of chronoamperometric CO ads oxidation transients, often reported in the literature, is their high degree of asymmetry. Contrary to this prevailing view we have shown in this paper that the peaks appear 35 symmetrical -but in log(t), not t. We also see that the CO oxidation process seems to be intimately linked to the production of OH ads on the surface, and that over the potential range studied, OH ads diffusion may be a rate limiting process. On these polycrystalline surfaces it would appear that it is the 40 formation and diffusion of OH ads across the surface which limits the rate of CO ads oxidation. This diffusion mechanism is intimately related to the formation of a hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network, in acidic solutions complicated by the presence of strongly adsorbing anions. We suggest that the 45 main CO ads oxidation peak reflects the point at which the potential dependent equilibrium coverage of OH ads within the hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network is sufficiently high that the rate of formation of OH ads within this network approaches the rate of formation at the active sites. In this 50 paper we cannot fully explain the intricacies of this mechanism, but believe the hypothetical model presented in this paper is capable of explaining the electrochemical oxidation of CO ads on platinum in all the papers reported. We contend that in the absence of CO ads stepping the potential 55 will also give rise to measurable currents over extended timescales, and these are also a result of the formation and diffusion of OH ads across the surface, establishing a new equilibrium hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network, and the extended timescales are likely to be caused by the presence of 60 strongly adsorbed anions. Therefore, we suggest that the underlying process giving rise to the currents measured when stepping potential in both the presence and absence of CO ads adlayers on polycrystalline platinum is the formation of a hydrogen bonded water-OH ads network, slowed down by the 65 displacement of anions, and this process is the rate determining step in the CO ads oxidation mechanism. This process is seen as a power law decay in the transients in the presence and absence of CO ads . Although the formation of OH ads is fast on ideal single crystals surfaces in the absence of 70 strongly adsorbing anions, it seems that on polycrystalline platinum or nanoparticles of platinum, this process may be fast only on certain sites, and so it takes some time for the surface to equilibrate. It may be useful to revise the assumption of fast OH ads production in CO ads oxidation 75 models which are applied to real fuel cell systems.
